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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an exterior illumination

capable of performing not only the primary function of an exterior

illumination, but also of enhancing the beauty of the street or a garden

at night.

SOLUTION: This exterior illumination comprises a reservoir part 1 for

pouring water equipped on its upper part with a housing part 3 for a

flower pot 2, an illumination apparatus 4 disposed above the reservoir

part 1, and somewhat long fixing and connecting members 5 that

fixedly connect the reservoir part 1 and the illumination apparatus 4

with sufficient spacing therebetween, and is so constituted that

provision of the sufficient space between the reservoir part 1 and the

illumination apparatus 4 makes it possible to clearly show the

illuminated flower pot 2.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not

reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the open-air lamp which it not

only illuminates a street and a garden, but may improve the town of Nighttime,

and the
P
fine sight of a garden remarkably at Nighttime in addition to the light

effect about amelioration of open-air lamps, such as a streetlight and a garden

LGT.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, it cannot be overemphasized that it
-

is an existence indispensable when open-air lamps, such as a streetlight and a

garden LGT, are bearing the important duty of attaining safing around a house,

such as a town and a yard, while illuminating a street and a garden and attaining

clear-ization of the condition of the street in Nighttime and you lead everyday life.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] This invention is developed

considering offering the open-air lamp equipped with the features of being able to

improve remarkably the fine sight of not only the function of above-mentioned

open-air lamp original but the street in Nighttime, or a garden as main technical

problems.

[0004]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The storage-of-water section for sprinkling of

water which this inventions are open-air lamps, such as a streetlight and a

garden LGT, in order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem, and

equipped the upper part with the hold section of a flowerpot, Lighting fitting

arranged above this storage-of-water section, and this storage-of-water section

and lighting fitting are constituted from a connection holddown member of the

long eye which maintains and carries out connection immobilization in sufficient

spacing. With sufficient spacing between the above-mentioned storage-of-water

section and lighting fitting The open-air lamp characterized by having seen and
constituting possible is clearly offered for the flower of the illuminated flowerpot a

table.

[0005] Moreover, this invention offers the open-air lamp which prepared the

heating element with which a flowerpot is heated to the hold circles of a flowerpot

in the open-air lamp constituted as mentioned above.

[0006]



[Embodiment of the Invention] If the gestalt of operation of this invention is

explained below based on an accompanying drawing, drawing 1 - drawing 3

show the gestalt of operation of the 1 st of the open-air lamp concerning this

invention. The storage-of-water section 1 for sprinkling of water, It consists of a

connection holddown member 5 which carries out connection immobilization of

the flowerpot 2 in which **** was planted, the hold section 3 of this flowerpot 2,

the lighting fitting 4 arranged above the storage-of-water section 1 , and the

storage-of-water section 1 and lighting fitting 4, a sprinkling-of-water implement 6

of a flowerpot 2, and a heating element 7 with which a flowerpot 2 is heated from

the outside.

[0007] It
**. The above-mentioned storage-of-water section 1 with the gestalt of

this operation It consists of outer frame 1a of the shape of a box which carried

out opening of the upper part, and flush tank 1b held in this outer frame 1a.

When this flush tank 1b is formed in the short dimension rather than outer frame

1a and flush tank 1b is held in outer frame 1a, the tooth space for forming the

hold section 3 of said flowerpot 2 inside
[
up ] outer frame 1a is provided.

[0008] Moreover, the hold section 3 of the above-mentioned flowerpot 2 is

equipped with support plate 3a fixed inside
[
up ] outer frame 1a, and lays a

flowerpot 2 through water saucer 2a on this support plate 3a.

[0009] The above-mentioned lighting fitting 4 attaches floodlight 4b in the inside

of bamboo hat-like reflecting plate 4a, and is constituted. Furthermore, with the

gestalt of this operation The end face section with the means by which a welding

means, a bolt nut bundle means, etc. are proper The periphery of reflecting plate

4a of the above-mentioned lighting fitting 4 is attached in the upper limit section

of the connection holddown members 5 and 5 of the two shape of a bar of the

long eye which was made to arrange in parallel perpendicularly inside [ up ] the

above-mentioned outer frame 1a, and was fixed to it. It is arranged so that

lighting fitting 4 may be located right above the hold section 3 of a flowerpot 2,

and including the storage-of-water section 1, spacing sufficient between

flowerpots 2 is maintained and it is arranged by the connection holddown

members 5 and 5 of a long eye.

[0010] Moreover, submersible-pump 6a which arranged the sprinkling-of-water

implement 6 in flush tank 1 b, While consisting of tube 6b for sprinkling of water,

electric-wire 6c, and controller 6d with a timer prepared in the hold section 3 of a

flowerpot 2 and opening the lower limit section of tube 6b for sprinkling of water

for free passage to submersible-pump 6a While making the top face of a

flowerpot 2 face an edge moreover and connecting the lower limit section of

electric-wire 6c to the drive motor (not shown) of submersible-pump 6a Moreover

an edge is connected to controller 6d, and it is constituted so that it may operate

and may sprinkle water on submersible-pump 6a to a flowerpot 2 for every

necessary time interval according to an operation of controller 6d.

[0011] The above-mentioned heating element 7 next, with the gestalt of this

operation It consists of autogenous regulation mold heating element (P. T.C.) 7b
of the shape of a tape equipped with two connection terminals 7a and 7a so that

it may sketch in drawing 7 and drawing 8 . By attaching around the inside of the

hold section 3 of a flowerpot 2, i.e., the up inside of outer frame 1a of the
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storage-of-water section 1 , what carried out covering protection of the peripheral

surface by mesh-like sheet steel 7c, and energizing it for the connection

terminals 7a and 7a, it is constituted so that the circumference of the compost of

a flowerpot 2 may be warmed by optimal temperature by generation of heat from

this heating element 7. In addition, it replaces with the above-mentioned

autogenous regulation mold heating element 7b, and a ceramic heater, a

nichrome wire, etc. can be suitably used for this heating element 7.

[0012] Moreover, although said lighting fitting 4 is not illustrated, when the sensor

detected the light income of sunrays and light income decreased below to the set

point, the light was switched on automatically, and if light income increases

beyond the set point, it has automatic lighting and the putting-out-lights

controlling mechanism which are switched off automatically.

[0013] Next, it sets up so that WaterW may be held in flush tank 1b which was
constituted as mentioned above and which constitutes the open-air lamp as it is

shown in drawing 1 - drawing 3 , if the busy condition of the gestalt of the 1st

operation is explained with an operation and effectiveness, the lower part section

of outer frame 1 a which laid the flowerpot 2 on support plate 3a may be

embedded in Street S and an open-air lamp may not fall.

[0014] If it grows dark and the circumference of an open-air lamp becomes dark,

and automatic lighting of lighting fitting 4 and the light income of a putting-out-

lights controlling mechanism decrease and it becomes below the set point The
beam of light which floodlight 4b was turned on with an operation of a sensor,

carried out automatic lighting, and was reflected by reflecting plate 4a of lighting

fitting 4 illuminates the flower of the flowerpot 2 arranged directly under lighting

fitting 4, makes beautiful
"**** loan" appear, and can improve the fine sight of the

street of night remarkably.

[0015] Since lighting fitting 4 maintains, is arranged, table-looks at sufficient

spacing clearly in omnidirection and can do it from a flowerpot 2, the above-

mentioned effectiveness of the beautiful loan [ above-mentioned /
"**** loan"

]

improves further.

[0016] Moreover, the bloom of the flower bud is promoted remarkably, and from

September when especially daylight hours are short, the bloom facilitatory effect

of the next year during March can be useful [ as for the flower illuminated through

Nighttime with lighting fitting 4 ] also to the anti-freeze of the flower in intense-

cold night while it is remarkable.

[0017] Furthermore, since the flowerpot 2 is arranged directly under reflecting

plate 4a of lighting fitting 4, while there is the ****** effectiveness in winter by the

reflecting plate 4a and being able to prevent a frostbite, there is the rain-cover

effectiveness and the pain of the petal by the long rain of an intense rain and

rainy season term can be prevented.

[0018] Moreover, since a flowerpot 2 can be heated from a periphery side by

autogenous regulation mold heating element 7b attached in the hold section 3 of

a flowerpot 2, the compost in a flowerpot 2 can be warmed and the root of a

flower can be warmed Effectiveness and the flower bud which specialized

conjointly are grown up. warming by the above-mentioned lighting fitting 4 - The
effectiveness of warming the root of a flower in the case of the winter which can



promote the bloom further and is exposed especially to the cold is large, and

from some in which the flower which bloomed in the low-temperature open air

blooms under natural temperature conditions, flower rice cake is good and it is

effective in continuing at a long period of time and continuing blooming in the

beautiful condition. Since covering protection is carried out by mesh-like sheet

steel 7c, this autogenous regulation mold heating element 7b does not have a

possibility that it may be damaged, and emits heat certainly from a mesh part,

and can heat ****
2.

[0019] Furthermore, it can sprinkle water to a flower timely with the well-known

sprinkling-of-water implement 6 which consisted of submersible-pump 6a

arranged in flush tank 1b, tube 6b for sprinkling of water, electric-wire 6c, and

controller 6d with a timer prepared in the hold section 3 of a flowerpot 2.

[0020] Drawing 4 - drawing 6 show the gestalt of operation of the 2nd of the

open-air lamp concerning this invention. Next, the difference in main

configurations with the gestalt of implementation of the above 1st While the

storage-of-water section 1 is constituted only from flush tank 1 b and the upper

space tooth space of this flush tank 1 b constitutes the hold section 3 of a

flowerpot 2 through support plate 3a As it is indicated in drawing 5 as the point

which attached the heating element 7 around the up medial surface of flush tank

1b (it shows clearly in drawing 9 ), while carrying out opposite arrangement of the

two flowerpots 2 and 2 at the hold section 3 The connection holddown member
(base material) 5 of the one shape of a long bar is attached in the center section

of the luminaire 4. The point which fixed to the block 8 for immobilization which

was made to penetrate support plate 3a and arranged the lower limit of this

connection holddown member 5 in the base center section of flush tank 1b, and

carried out connection immobilization of the storage-of-water section 1 and the

lighting implement 4, Since other configurations are the gestalten and ****

identitases of the 1st operation, while it is different in that opening 1c of water

was prepared in flush tank 1b, and they give the same sign to the same part,

explanation of the same part is omitted.

[0021] Moreover, although the explanation is omitted since the busy condition of

the gestalt of the 2nd operation and an operation, and effectiveness are not

different from the contents which were constituted as mentioned above and

which were explained in full detail with the gestalt of operation of ******
1st, either

With the gestalt of this operation, since the center section of the luminaire 4 was
made to support by the connection holddown member 5 of the shape of one bar

while it was lightweight and economical, since outer frame 1a was not used, the

stable support of the luminaire 4 can be carried out, and there is an advantage

which can be easily arranged right above a flowerpot 2.

[0022] As mentioned above, although the gestalt of main operations of this

invention was explained, design changes various by within the limits which is not

limited only to the gestalt of the above-mentioned operation, and can attain the

purpose of invention, and does not deviate from the summary of invention are

possible for this invention, and all also of these design changes are included by

the claim of this invention.

[0023]



[Effect of the Invention] The storage-of-water section for sprinkling of water which

the open-air lamps of this invention indicated to claim 1 are open-air lamps, such

as a streetlight and a garden LGT, and equipped the upper part with the hold

section of a flowerpot, Lighting fitting arranged above this storage-of-water

section, and this storage-of-water section and lighting fitting are constituted from

a connection holddown member of the long eye which maintains and carries out

connection immobilization in sufficient spacing. With sufficient spacing between

the above-mentioned storage-of-water section and lighting fitting The flower of

the illuminated flowerpot is seen a table clearly and it is constituted possible, and

since it is a use **** thing as mentioned above, many effectiveness which was
excellent in the degree is done so.

[0024] Since the flowerpot arranged under it is illuminated brightly and beautiful
"****

loan" is made to appear when lighting fitting is turned on, in addition to the

effectiveness of an original open-air lamp, the street of night and the fine sight of

a garden can be improved remarkably.

[0025] Since lighting fitting maintains, is arranged, table-looks at sufficient

spacing clearly in omnidirection and can do it from the storage-of-water section

and a flowerpot, the above-mentioned beautiful
"**** loan" can improve the

above-mentioned effectiveness further.

[0026] As for the flower illuminated through Nighttime with lighting fitting, the

bloom of the flower bud is promoted remarkably, and while especially the bloom

facilitatory effect of a short paddle stage has remarkable daylight hours, freezing

of the flower in intense-cold night can be prevented with lighting temperature.

[0027] The frostbite in winter is prevented by lighting fitting, and, as for the flower

of the flowerpot arranged under lighting fitting, the pain of the petal by intense

rain and an intense long rain is prevented.

[0028] Since in addition to the configuration of claim 1 the open-air lamp of this

invention indicated to claim 2 prepares a heating element in the hold circles of a

flowerpot and is constituted Since in addition to the effectiveness of above-

mentioned claim 1 a flowerpot can be heated from a periphery side with the

heating element, the compost in a flowerpot can be warmed and the root of a

flower can be warmed Effectiveness and the flower bud which specialized

conjointly are grown up, and the bloom can be promoted further, warming by the

above-mentioned lighting fitting - The effectiveness of warming the root of a

flower in the case of the winter exposed especially to the cold is large, and from

some which bloom under natural temperature conditions, the flower which

bloomed in the low-temperature open air has good flower rice cake, and is

effective in continuing at a long period of time and continuing blooming in the

beautiful condition.

[Translation done.]


